Show Me Your
Competitive Injuries
By Monplaisir Hamilton1

T

he 2011 America Invents Act amends
the false patent marking statute, 35
U.S.C. §292, which may have remedied the onslaught of false patent marking cases filed in federal court, but this
cure is likely temporary because savvy
litigants are sure to refine their allegations to meet threshold challenges of sufficiency. Understanding common law and
antitrust law competitive injury standards
may prove useful when defending against
these claims. Below is a brief review of the
important reforms, case law interpreting the
amended statue, and areas ripe for dispute.

Key Reforms of § 292
The changes to the false claim section have received praise for both limiting
who can sue and narrowing the scope of
proscribed conduct.2 Significant reforms
include:3
• A  change in who can sue for the statutory penalty. Previously, any party could
sue, but with the reforms, only the
United States may sue for the statutory
$500 per offence penalty of §292(a).
• Qui tam4 status is completely removed
from §292. The government will no longer obtain half of the statutory penalty
from qui tam litigants who successfully
enforce section 292(a) proceedings. The
government will now have to expend its
own resources to litigate §292(a).
• Alterations in the definition and compensation of injured parties. The reform
may effectively limit these parties to
competing businesses and replace the
damage cap of half of the statutory penalty with any amount the complaining
party can prove in business losses. 5
But individuals—as opposed to the government or competing businesses—may
still have their day in court under newly
amended §292(b). This subsection creates
a damages framework, separate from the
statutory penalty. This framework may allow
an individual to obtain money damages and
perhaps injunctive relief6 if competitive
injury, which the statute does not expressly
define, is established. Surprisingly, a pat8

ent holder may now be liable for both the
§292(a) penalty if the government successfully litigates its claims and any proven
§292(b) damages that a non-government
party establishes. Courts have not yet faced
the question of whether a patent holder may
be liable under both §§292(a)-(b). Instead,
the courts are answering questions about
what showing is necessary to support competitive injury by referring to dictionaries7,
treatises, and other bodies of law, including
antitrust law and common law.8
Equally important is subsection (c),
which limits §§292(a)-(b) liability.
Subsection (c) removes liability associated
with marking a product with expired patents
that covered the product.9 The “unpatented
articles” referred to in 292(a)10 may no
longer include articles previously covered
by an expired patent.11 Although liability
associated with expired patents is reduced,
patent holders may, however, still be liable
for marking uncovered articles with expired
patents. Thus, the scope of proscribed
conduct is limited to reduce false patent
marking claims against patent holders who
have products that are marked with expired
patents. These reductions may, however, be
offset by increased pleading and filing of
state law theories, like unfair competition,12
which has similar evidentiary requirements.
The amended false marking statute
may be less burdensome on the business
community because of the reductions in
§292 liability, which may have unintended
consequences on competition within the
business community. For example, assume
a rights holder, P, has an expired patent that covers product A. Product A  is
manufactured by Company G, who may
be an importer, generic, counterfeiter, or
competitor. It appears that Company G
having mal-intentions, e.g., crushing competitors, may now mark the product with the
expired patent number without P’s consent.
P may also mark its product covered by
the expired patent without fear of liability.
Surprisingly, if applied literally, subsection
(c) appears to allow counterfeiters, generics, and patent holders to mark previously
covered products with expired patents. It
is not readily apparent that a counterfeiter
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or generic exhibiting this type of conduct
would be liable under unfair practices,
false advertising, competition law, tort, or
other state law theories. However, generics
and patent holders having mal-intentions
may transgress §§292(a) or (b) if an uncovered product was marked with expired
patents that relate to products different
from the uncovered product. Accordingly,
areas of dispute may now include the scope
of conduct previously prohibited but now
unregulated by §292 and state law competition or tort theories. The courts are now
redeveloping the body of case law applying
§292 to disputes arising due to alleged
inapplicable patent markings on products.

Case Law and Areas Ripe for
Dispute
Recent decisions show federal courts
are narrowly interpreting the amended statute, creating disputes over the scope of
prohibited conduct and potentially causing
litigants to re-file with additional theories
based on state law competition and tort
doctrines. Federal courts also are dismissing cases filed under old §292(a), despite
challenges regarding the constitutionality
of retroactive application of the amended
§292(a).13 With a constitutional challenge
likely to make it to the Supreme Court,
litigants are now tailoring their suits to fit
within the (a) and (b) framework of the
amended statute. Thus, current reductions
in filings of false patent marking cases
may be temporary because the amended
§292(b) offers a new arena for litigants to
battle. Litigants now will argue about the
meaning of a “competitive injury.”
When interpreting competitive injury,
some courts adopt an ordinary meaning and
others adopt an antitrust definition. The
definition adopted by the court draws contours for the relevant evidence that proves
competitive injury.14 In adopting the ordinary meaning of competitive injury, courts
require litigants to allege sufficient facts to
plausibly establish that, as a result of mismarking a product, a rival’s ability to compete against a competitor in the market for
purchasers of such products was impaired,
resulting in tangible economic loss to the
rival.15 In other words, a litigant must show
a business loss caused by a competitive
means like false patent marking, which the
law forbids. Thus, non-competitors, customers, or individuals may have difficulty

establishing competitive injury unless a
showing that falsely marking the product
with inapplicable patent markings wrongfully blocked the individual’s entry into the
market.16
Beyond the ordinary meaning, some
courts adopt an antitrust definition for
competitive injury. The antitrust definition, like the ordinary meaning, requires
a business loss that results from the mismarking.17 The two meanings differ in that
competitive injury in the antitrust context
also includes predatory pricing, price discrimination, injury to competition, or loss of
business opportunities.18 Generally, in antitrust law the legal focus of the competitive
injury inquiry is on the competitor, not the
consumer(s). Whether output is restricted
or prices are raised is not dispositive.19
At administrative agencies like the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) or the
Department of Justice (DoJ), competitive
injury includes either primary-line injury or
secondary-line injury.20 Primary-line injury
occurs when one manufacturer reduces its
prices in a specific geographic market and
causes injury to its competitors in the same
market. For example, it may be illegal for
a manufacturer to sell below cost in a local
market for a sustained period. Businesses
may also be concerned about secondaryline violations, which occur when favored
customers of a supplier are given a price
advantage over competing customers. One
telltale sign of the requisite competitive
injury is the diversion of sales or profits
from a disfavored purchaser to a favored
purchaser. In addition to primary- and
secondary-line injuries, courts also identify
a third type of injury called tertiary line.21
Tertiary-line injury cases involve harm to
competition at the level of the purchaser’s
customers. Tertiary-line injury occurs when
customers of a disadvantaged buyer allege
injury.22 Thus, non-competitors, in some
circumstances, may have the ability to
allege a competitive injury based on antitrust’ expansive definition of competitive
injury.

Conclusions and Outlook
The amended statute has changed the
rules for establishing a compensable injury
and who may obtain compensation for the
alleged injuries. As challenges to constitutionality of retroactive application for §292
move toward the Supreme Court, disputes

may arise over the scope of unregulated
conduct that was proscribed before the
reforms. A review of recent decisions shows
courts are using the reformed statute to
dismiss some cases filed prior to the amendment and to reduce the number of new false
patent marking claims filings by introducing rigorous standards for non-government
parties to prove competitive injury.
Understanding the means of establishing
competitive injury and reviewing recent
decisions applying competitive injury standards, will aid litigants who try false marking cases.   IPT
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